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		Watching Golf with Fantasy on Your Mind
	

	
		The PGA Tour is one of the highlights of any golf fan’s enjoyment of the sport. It is an almost yearlong event, complete with the ups and downs that come with any sport. Whether you’re just a casual fan that likes to compare your weekend rounds on the links to the professionals, or a diehard fantasy golf fanatic, the PGA Tour is the central focus of the sport.

The Road to the Championship

[image: This is How You WIn]The PGA Tour Championship generally takes place in September, but there are many Majors that need to be played before this. The Masters is the first of these, usually held in early April. Next is the U.S. Open Championship in June. The Open Championship is after this in July, followed by the PGA Championship, held in late July or early August. There is a ton of competition in these four big tourneys, and this is where people that aren’t even big golf fans come out of the woodwork to cheer on the favorites. True golf fans have it the best though; they know the stories of the biggest and best names in the sport, and they are familiar with the underdogs and dark horses that could potentially win these huge tournaments, even if the rest of the public has never heard of them. On top of all of this, these are great fun to watch.

Fantasy Golf

Golf can seem like a slow moving sport to some people, but the excitement of daily fantasy golf is definitely not a passive activity. If you’re a fantasy sports fan, you already know how in depth and fast moving this sport is, but maybe you’ve never thought about the PGA in terms of fantasy sports. However, a true golf fan can excel in this area, especially one that has a thorough understanding of the golfers’ abilities and the statistics behind the game. A lot of people play fantasy golf to help them enjoy watching weekend tournaments more, and this is certainly a good reason to play, but there are also some great profit making opportunities if you can create an upper hand for yourself here. Luckily, this is quite easy to do for true golf fans. This has changed the way we watch golf forever.

Daily fantasy sports have made the PGA Tour even more exciting. Weekend long leagues are one of the more exciting aspects of fantasy golf, and the great part of this is that you can draft different golfers week after week, always making adjustments to account for who is currently performing at peak levels. If you want Jordan Spieth one weekend, and want to ditch him for Phil Mickelson the next, this is completely doable. You could virtually have a different roster every single weekend of the season.

Golfing Legends

Everyone is familiar with certain names from the PGA. People like Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Greg Norman, Chi Chi Rodriguez, and Sam Snead are all listed as members of the World Golf Hall of Fame. Modern day golfers like Phil Mickelson, Vijay Singh, and Fred Couples are also included in this list. Others that are headed in this direction include Tiger Woods, and current top performers Jordan Spieth and Jason Day. There are even some celebrity members of this prestigious company, including former U.S. Presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower and George H.W. Bush, comic legend Bob Hope, and musician Bing Crosby, because of their excessive contributions to the sport.

[image: Practice Makes You Better]

The point is, golf has a grand history and has attracted some big names that not only enjoy playing, but have given back to the sport in a big way. Even if we will never be listed among these legends of the sport, it is a cool thing to step out on a course and play the sport that has given so many millions of people such enjoyment. And watching the pros play on television after the fashion of the great names of the past is just as rewarding.

Enjoying Golf

It doesn’t matter how you enjoy the sport of golf. You’ll probably never make the PGA Tour, but that doesn’t make playing on the weekends with your friends any less fun. Friendly competition—or maybe not so friendly competition—is part of the allure of heading out for a morning on the links.

Watching the professionals on television is also a lot of fun. If you have a favorite golfer, or a golfer that you despise, cheering or booing for them with a few friends on the couch is a good afternoon by any measure. Having your friends involved in a fantasy golf league makes it all the more interesting, raising the stakes just enough to bring a little thrill to your viewing parties.
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		Golf News
	 2024 Masters one and done picks, DFS lineups, sleepers, fantasy golf projections, longshots by proven expert
 Mike McClure locked in his expert PGA golf picks, daily fantasy lineups, fantasy golf projections and sleepers for Masters 2024 at Augusta National ... 
	 2024 Masters odds, picks, golf predictions: Tiger Woods projection by proven model that hit last two winners
 Tiger Woods, an 82-time PGA Tour champion, is expected to be part of the 2024 Masters field at Augusta National Golf Club ... 
	 2024 Masters odds, picks, field, predictions: Golf insider passes on Rory McIlroy at Augusta National
 Sia Nejad reveals his Masters 2024 picks, props and sleepers with an elite field set to tee off at Augusta National Golf Club on Thursday, April 11 ... 
	 2024 Masters odds, field: Surprising PGA picks, predictions from same golf model that's nailed 10 majors
 SportsLine's proven model simulated the Masters 2024 10,000 times and revealed its PGA golf picks for Augusta National ... 
	 Masters 2024 predictions, odds, top picks, props: Golf insider liking Sam Burns at Augusta National
 Golf insider Patrick McDonald has revealed his 2024 Masters picks, PGA best bets and props for Augusta National ... 
	 The Masters 2024 props, golf odds: Expert shares top PGA Tour prop bets, parlay picks for Augusta National
 Mike McClure locked in his expert PGA golf prop picks and parlay for the Masters 2024 at Augusta National ... 
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